Coexistence of memory patterns and mixed states in a sparsely encoded associative memory model storing ultrametric patterns.
Analyzing the coexistence of memory patterns and mixed states gives important information for constructing a model for the face responsive neurons of the monkey inferior-temporal cortex. We analyzed whether the memory patterns coexist with mixed states when the sparse coding scheme is used for the associative memory model storing ultrametric patterns. For memory patterns and mixed states to coexist, there must be sufficient capacity for storing them and their threshold values must be the same. We determined that the storage capacities for all mixed states composed of correlated memory patterns diverge as 1/| f log f| (where f is the firing rate) even when the correlation of the memory patterns is infinitesimally small. We also determined that the memory patterns and the mixed states can become the equilibrium state of the model in the same threshold value. These results mean that they can coexist in this model. These findings should contribute to research on face responsive neurons in the monkey inferior-temporal cortex.